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be deliberately achieved ; a fact which Lao-Tsze frequently
emphasizes. Wuwei, another specifically Chinese concept,
owes its particular significance to this condition. It signi-
fies "doing nothing", but, as Ular pertinently explains, it
should be rendered: "not-doing, and not doing nothing",
The rational " desire to bring it about", which is the great-
ness and the evil of our own epoch, does not lead to Tao,
Thus the aim of the Taoistic ethic sets out to find
deliverance from that tension of the opposites which is an
inherent property of the universe, by a return to Tao.
In this connection we must also remember the " Sage
of Omi" Nakae Toju1, that distinguished Japanese philos-
opher of the seventeenth century. Based upon the teaching
of the Chu-Hi school which had migrated from China, he
established two principles, Ri and Ki. Ri is the world-
soul, Ki the world-matter. Ri and Ki are however one
and the same, inasmuch as they are attributes of God,
hence only existing in and through Him, God is their
union. Similarly the soul embraces Ri and Ki. Concern-
ing God, Toju says: "As the essence of the world, God
enfoldeth the world, but at the same time He is also in
our midst and even in our own bodies." For him God is
a universal Self, while the individual Self is " heaven in
us", an immaterial, divine essence that is called Ryochi.
Ryochi is "God in us", and dwells in each individual It
is the true Self. For Toju distinguishes a true from a
false self. The false self is an acquired personality arising
from perverted beliefs. We might freely describe this false
self as persona, i.e. that general idea of our nature which
we have built up from experiencing our effect upon the
world around and its effect upon us.
The persona expresses the personality as it appears
to oneself and one's world; but not what one is, to use
1 Cf. Tetsujiro Inouye, Japanese Philosophy (In Kultuv dw Gegen-
wart 1913)

